Huntington’s Disease Center of Excellence

HD Novel Treatments Survey

Have you been affected by Huntington’s disease – either diagnosed with HD, or at risk for HD, or are you a member of the HD community of family members and caregivers? If so, we ask you to help us by taking 10–15 minutes to complete an anonymous online survey that will improve our understanding of the HD community’s attitudes, beliefs, and concerns about medical studies that focus on novel treatments for HD.

We are asking for this information because we are studying the safety and effectiveness of a potential new stem cell therapy for HD in animal models. Our goal is to obtain approval for a future study which would assess the safety of this treatment in patients with early-stage HD.

The survey is anonymous and you will not be identified as a participant. We will analyze the responses in order to better understand the values and beliefs of HD community members about novel treatments. We plan to share these findings with the HD community and other HD researchers.

You must be 16 or older to complete the survey. If you are 16 or 17, you must have parental or guardian permission to participate. To take the survey, please visit the website at:

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/HDNTsurvey